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ABSTRACT
Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks (WSANs) are composed of
a large number of heterogeneous nodes calledsensorsandactors.
The collaborative operation of sensors enables thedistributed sens-
ing of a physical phenomenon, while the role of actors is to collect
and process sensor data and perform appropriate actions.

In this paper, a coordination framework for WSANs is addressed.
A new sensor-actor coordination model is proposed, based onan
event-driven clusteringparadigm in which cluster formation is trig-
gered by an event so that clusters are created on-the-fly to opti-
mally react to the event itself and provide the required reliability
with minimum energy expenditure. The optimal solution is deter-
mined by mathematical programming and a distributed solution is
also proposed. In addition, a new model for actor-actor coordina-
tion is introduced for a class of coordination problems in which the
area to be acted upon is optimally split among different actors. An
auction-based distributed solution of the problem is also presented.

Performance evaluation shows how global network objectives,
such as compliance with real-time constraints and minimum en-
ergy consumption, can be reached in the proposed framework with
simple interactions between sensors and actors that are suitable for
large-scale networks of energy-constrained devices.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Protocols-
routing protocols

General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Reliability, Performance.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks, Real-Time Com-
munications, Energy Efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks (WSANs) [1] are com-

posed of a large number of heterogeneous nodes calledsensorsand
actors. Sensors are low-cost, low-power, multi-functional devices
that communicate untethered in short distances. The role ofac-
tors is to collect and process sensor data and perform appropriate
actions. Hence, actors are resource-rich nodes equipped with bet-
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ter processing capabilities, higher transmission powers,and longer
battery life.

In WSANs, a large number of sensor nodes, i.e., on the order of
hundreds or thousands, are randomly deployed in a target area to
perform a collaborative sensing task. Such a dense deployment is
usually not necessary for actor nodes, since actors are sophisticated
devices with higher capabilities that can act on large areas.

The collaborative operation of the sensor nodes enables thedis-
tributed sensingof a physical phenomenon. After sensors detect an
event occurring in the environment, the event data is distributively
processed and transmitted to the actors, which gather, process, and
eventually reconstruct the event data. We refer to the process of
establishing data paths between sensors and actors assensor-actor
coordination. Once an event has been detected, the actors coordi-
nate with each other to make a decision on the most appropriate
way to perform the action. We refer to this process asactor-actor
coordination. As a result, the operation of a WSAN can be thought
of to be an event-sensing, decision, and acting loop.

WSANs can be an integral part of systems such as battlefield
surveillance, nuclear, biological or chemical attack detection, home
automation and environmental monitoring [1]. For example,in fire
detection applications, sensors can relay the exact originand inten-
sity of the fire to water sprinkler actors so that the fire can easily be
extinguished before it spreads. Similarly, motion and light sensors
in a building can detect the presence of intruders, and command
cameras or other instrumentations to track them. Furthermore, sen-
sors for structural health monitoring in airplanes or spaceships can
drive instruments to timely take countermeasures against critical
mechanical stress or structural faults. As a last example, in earth-
quake scenarios sensors can help locate survivors and guiderobots
performing rescue operations.

In a way, WSANs can be considered a distributed control system
that needs to timely react to sensor information with an effective
action. For this reason,real-time coordination and communication
in WSANs is an important concern so as to guarantee timely exe-
cution of the right actions. Some recent papers [2][3][4] have con-
sidered the issue of real-time communication in sensor networks.
However, as discussed in [5], there are still many open research
challenges in order to enable real-time communication and coordi-
nation in sensor networks, especially due to resource constraints
and scalability issues. Besides, none of these works deals with
sensor-actor coordination. Theenergy efficiencyof network com-
munications is also crucial, since sensors are resource-constrained
nodes with limited battery lifetime and communication capabilities
[6]. Furthermore, sensor network protocols and algorithmsshould
bescalableandlocalized, as the number of nodes can be arbitrarily
high.

It has been recently shown in the literature that a fundamen-



tal trade-off exists between energy and latency for data delivery
in sensor networks [7]. For this reason, in WSANs it is required
to deliver event data in an energy-efficient way while respecting
real-time delay constraints. As far as scalability is concerned, it
has been pointed out [8][9] that the routing protocols that do not
use geographical location information do not scale well in large
networks. Conversely, the recent availability of small, inexpen-
sive, and low-power GPS (Global Positioning System) receivers,
together with techniques to deduce relative sensor coordinates from
signal strengths [10], paved the way forGeographical Routing(also
Position Based Routing) algorithms [11], which are becoming the
most promising scalable solutions for critically energy-constrained
sensor networks. Therefore, in this paper we study thesensor-actor
coordinationbased on a geographical routing paradigm.

In order to guarantee scalability and energy efficiency, several
solutions based on dividing the sensor network into different clus-
ters have been proposed [12][13][14][15]. Most of the existing
clustering algorithms can be classified astopology dependent, i.e.,
clusters are predetermined, depend on the topology of the sensor
network, and may be adaptively reconfigured to deal with mobil-
ity or failure of the sensor nodes. Usually, in topology-dependent
clustering one of the sensors is elected as acluster-headin each
cluster. When an event occurs, each sensor is already associated
with a cluster-head.

In this paper, we propose to base the sensor-actor coordination
on a newevent-driven clusteringparadigm, where cluster forma-
tion is triggered by an event so that clusters are createdon-the-flyto
optimally react to the event. In our approach, sensors detecting an
event coordinate with each other so as to optimally associate each
sensor with an actor. This way, only the event area is clustered, and
each cluster consists of those sensor nodes that send their data to the
same actor. Hence, the event information is collected at theopti-
mal actor nodes while existing energy resources are better utilized,
since clusters are formed only when necessary, based on the event
features and on the position of the actors. The resulting architecture
is shown in Fig. 1. The event-driven clustering approach also elim-
inates the communication overhead to maintain clusters before the
event occurs, which is desirable especially in applicationscenarios
where events are rare.

In addition, we introduce a model for actor-actor coordination.
We define an optimization model for a class of coordination prob-
lems in which the area to be acted upon is optimally split among
different actors depending on the actor capabilities.

The overall contribution of this paper is a comprehensive frame-
work for coordination problems in WSANs, and can be outlinedas:

Sensor-actor coordination:
- We define the event-driven clustering problem and determine the
optimal solution byInteger Linear Programming (ILP)[16].
- We propose a multi-state distributed algorithm that achieves an
energy-efficient solution for sensor-actor coordination and includes
an adaptive mechanism that trades-off energy consumption for de-
lay when event data must be delivered to the actors within pre-
determined latency bounds.
Actor-actor coordination:
- We define an optimization problem to divide the action work-
load among different actors, depending on the characteristics of the
event, and formulate it as aMixed Integer Non-Linear Program
(MINLP) [17].
- We propose a distributed algorithm for the actor-actor coordina-
tion problem, based on localized auctions among the actors.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to compre-
hensively deal with integrated networks of sensors and actors, and
to propose a unified framework for communication and coordina-
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Figure 1: Event-driven clustering with multiple actors.

tion problems in WSANs. Since WSANs can enable a broad range
of applications with different requirements, we focus on scenarios
with immobile actors that can act on a limited area defined by their
action range. The ultimate objective of this work is to demonstrate
how global network objectives, such as compliance with real-time
constraints and minimum energy consumption, can be reachedin
the proposed framework with simple interactions between sensors
and actors, suitable for large-scale networks of energy-constrained
devices.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections
2 and 3 we discuss the sensor-actor coordination problem. Inpar-
ticular, in Section 2 we state the sensor-actor coordination problem
and propose an integer linear programming formulation, while in
Section 3 we describe a distributed protocol for online solution of
the problem. In Sections 4 and 5 we discuss the actor-actor coordi-
nation problem. In particular, in Section 4 we state the actor-actor
coordination problem, while in Section 5 we introduce a distributed
solution based on a real-time localized auction mechanism.De-
tailed comparative performance evaluation and simulationresults
are presented in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we draw the main
conclusions.

2. SENSOR-ACTOR COORDINATION:
PROBLEM FORMULATION

Since, as discussed in the previous section, sensor-actor commu-
nications may have real-time requirements, we introduce a novel
notion of reliability that accounts for the percentage of total re-
ceived packets that are received within a pre-defined latency bound
(which we refer to asreliable packets). Unlike other notions of
reliability, the definition introduced here is related to the real-time
delivery of data packets from sources to actors.

DEFINITION 1. Thelatency boundB is the maximum allowed
time between the instant when the physical features of the event are
sampled by the sensors and the instant when the actor receives a
data packet describing these event features. A data packet that does
not meet the latency boundB when it is received by an actor is said
to beexpiredand thusunreliable. Similarly, a data packet received
within the latency bound is said to beunexpiredand thusreliable.

DEFINITION 2. Theevent reliabilityr is the ratio of reliable
data packets over all the packets received in a decision interval 1.
Theevent reliability thresholdrth is the minimumevent reliability
1Whenever a packet is dropped by an intermediate sensor, either
because it violates the latency bound constraint or becauseof net-
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required by the application. Thelack of reliability is the difference
(rth − r) between the required event reliability thresholdrth and
the observed event reliabilityr at a given time. A negative lack of
reliability indicates a reliability above the required threshold and
is also referred to as anexcess of reliability.

Note that the latency boundB and the event reliability threshold
rth are dependent on the application requirements.

The sensor-actor coordination problem consists of establishing
data paths from each sensor residing in the event area to the ac-
tors by i) ensuring that the observed reliabilityr is above the event
reliability thresholdrth (i.e., r ≥ rth); ii) minimizing the energy
consumption associated with data delivery paths.

We refer to our solution for the sensor-actor coordination prob-
lem asevent-driven clustering with multiple actorsand model it as
an Integer Linear Program (ILP). In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we de-
scribe the network and energy model, respectively. In Section 2.3
we provide the complete ILP formulation of the problem.

2.1 Network Model
The network of sensor and actor nodes is represented as a graph

G(SV , SE), whereSV = {v1, v2, . . . , vN} is a finite set of nodes
(vertexes) in a finite-dimension terrain, withN = |SV |, andSE is
the set of links (edges) among nodes, i.e.,eij ∈ SE iff nodesvi

andvj (alsoi andj for simplicity in the following) are within each
other’s transmission range. LetSA represent the set of actors, with
NA = |SA|. We refer to an actor that is collecting traffic from one
or more sources as acollector. LetSS be the set of traffic sources,
with NS = |SS |. This set represents the sensor nodes that detect
the event, i.e., the sensors that reside in the event area. Since the set
of sources is disjoint from the set of actors,SA ⊂ SV , SS ⊂ SV ,
andSA ∩ SS = ∅.

2.2 Energy Model
An accurate model for energy consumption per bit at the physi-

cal layer isE = Etrans
elec + βdα + Erec

elec, whereEtrans
elec is a dis-

tance independentterm that takes into account overheads of trans-
mitter electronics (PLLs, VCOs, bias currents, etc.) and digital
processing;Erec

elec is a distance independent term that takes into
account the overhead of receiver electronics, whileβdα accounts
for the radiated power necessary to transmit one bit over a dis-
tanced between source and destination. As in [12], we assume
thatEtrans

elec = Erec
elec = Eelec. Thus, the overall expression sim-

plifies toE = 2Eelec + βdα, whereα is the exponent of the path
loss (2 ≤ α ≤ 5), β is a constant[Joule/(bits ·mα)], andEelec is
the energy needed by the transceiver circuitry to transmit or receive
one bit[Joule/bits].

In our energy model we consider that, when a sensor node re-
ceives data from at least two other nodes, it aggregates the received
information bydata fusion[18], i.e., a single packet is created by
merging multiple incoming packets, thus reducing the amount of
data to be tranmsitted. To effectively support this function, an algo-
rithm for data fusion should be implemented on each sensor, which
is out of the scope of this paper. Moreover, we ignore the process-
ing cost in our model, since the processing cost is much lowerthan
the communication cost. This is justified by experimental results
on sensor network prototypes such as [19], where the energy nec-
essary to transmit 1 kbit is shown to be equivalent to the energy
necessary to execute 300,000 processor instructions.

work or channel impairments, a short notification packet is sent to
the actor, so that the lost packet can be taken into account inthe
computation of the reliability. Hence, in the definition “received
packets” refers to the sum of data and notification packets

2.3 Integer Linear Program
The objective of the optimization problem is to finddata aggre-

gation trees(da-trees) from all the sensors that reside in the event
area (referred to as sources) to the appropriate actors. A da-tree
is composed by aggregating individualflows, where a flow is de-
fined as a connection between a sensor and an actor. All leavesin a
da-tree are sources (but not all sources are necessarily leaves), and
each actor is either the root of a da-tree or does not participate in
the communication. Da-trees are constructed in such a way that
each source belongs to one tree only and each tree has only one
actor as its root. Therefore, each source is associated withan actor
to achieve an optimal strategy for event-driven clustering.

In fact, event-driven clustering can be seen as a joint twofold
problem: i) select the optimal subset of actors to which sensor read-
ings will be transmitted; ii) construct the minimum energy da-trees
towards those selected actors that meet the required event reliability
constraint. Each tree implicitly defines a cluster, which isconsti-
tuted by all source nodes in the tree. Figure 1 gives an example of
this configuration.

The optimal strategy for event-driven clustering is formulated as
an Integer Linear Program(ILP) [16]. The network topology is
assumed to be1-connected, i.e., at least one path exists between
each sensor and actor. Note that this is not a strict requirement in
dense sensor networks. We introduce the following notations that
are used in the problem formulation:
- eij is a binary variable representing a link, that equals 1 iff nodes
i andj are within each other’s transmission range;
- cij is the cost of the link between nodesi andj, i.e.,2Eelec+βdα

ij ,
wheredij represents the distance between nodesi andj;
- xk

ij is a binary variable that equals 1 iff link(i, j) is part of the
da-tree associated with actork;
- fk,s

ij is a binary variable that equals 1 iff nodes sends data to actor
k and link(i, j) is in the path from sources to actork;
- lk,s is a binary variable that equals 1 iff sensors sends data to
actork;
- pij is the propagation delay associated with link(i, j), defined as
dij/v, wherev is the signal propagation speed;
- d̃ is a parameter that accounts for the average sum ofprocessing,
queuing, andaccessdelay at each sensor node;
- B is the latency bound on each source-actor flow;
- r andrth are the event reliability and the required event reliability
threshold, respectively;
- bk,s is a binary variable that equals 1 iff the connection between
sources and actork is not compliant with the latency bound, i.e.,
the end-to-end delay is higher than the latency boundB;
- Q is the number of non-compliant sources.

The problem can be cast as follows:

P
Com
Min : Event-Driven Clustering with Multiple Actors

Given : eij , cij , pij , v, d̃, B, rth (1)

Find : xk
ij , fk,s

ij , lk,s, bk,s, r (2)

Minimize : CTOT =
P

k∈SA

P
(i,j)∈SE xk

ij · cij + γ · Q (3)

Subject to :X
j∈SV

(fk,s
sj − fk,s

js ) = lk,s,∀s ∈ SS, ∀k ∈ SA; (4)X
j∈SV

(fk,s
kj − fk,s

jk ) = −lk,s,∀s ∈ SS,∀k ∈ SA; (5)X
j∈SV

(fk,s
ij − fk,s

ji ) = 0,
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∀s ∈ SS ,∀k ∈ SA,∀i ∈ SV s.t. i 6= s, i 6= k; (6)

fk,s
ij ≤ eij ,∀s ∈ SS ,∀k ∈ SA,∀i ∈ SV ,∀j ∈ SV ; (7)

fk,s
ij ≤ xk

ij ,∀s ∈ SS ,∀k ∈ SA,∀i ∈ SV ,∀j ∈ SV ; (8)X
k∈SA

lk,s = 1, ∀s ∈ SS ; (9)

fk,s
ij ≤ lk,s, ∀s ∈ SS ,∀k ∈ SA,∀i ∈ SV ,∀j ∈ SV ; (10)

ε · [B−
X

(i,j)∈SE

fk,s
ij (pij + d̃)] ≤ bk,s, ∀s ∈ SS,∀k ∈ SA; (11)

Q =
X

k∈SA

X
s∈SS

bk,s; r =
|SS | − Q

|SS |
≥ rth. (12)

The objective function in (3) minimizes the overall energy con-
sumption and imposes a penalty by multiplying the numberQ of
non-compliant sources by a penalty coefficientγ whose value must
be high enough (e.g., orders of magnitude higher than the energy
consumption) to guarantee uniqueness of the solution. Thisallows
minimizing the number of non-compliant sourcesQ (eq. 12) with
a single-objective problem. As previously discussed, a flowis a
connection between a source and an actor. Flows associated with
the same actor are aggregated in a da-tree. Constraints (4),(5), and
(6) express conservation of flows [16], i.e., each source generates
a flow, which is collected by an actor. In particular, constraint (4)
guarantees that a source node generates a flow on the tree of the
selected actor, and only on that one; while non-source nodesdo not
generate any flow. Constraint (5) requires that flows generated by
each source be collected by one actor only. Constraint (6) imposes
that the balance between incoming and outgoing flows is null for
non-source and non-actor nodes. Constraint (7) ensures that flows
are created on links between adjacent nodes (i.e., that are within
transmission range of each other). Constraint (8) forces all flows
from different sources but directed towards the same actor to be
aggregated in the tree associated with that actor. Constraint (9) im-
poses that each source send data to exactly one actor. Constraint
(10) ensures that all flow variables from a source to a particular ac-
tor are zero unless that actor is selected by the source. Constraint
(11) requires that the binary variablebk,s be equal to 1 always and
only when the flow between sources and actork violates the la-
tency boundB. Note that the small negative coefficientε is needed
to scale the value of the difference between the delay and thedelay
bound to make it smaller than 1. In (12),Q is defined as the number
of non-compliant sources and the reliabilityr is constrained to be
over the required threshold.

It can be shown that the problemPCom
Min is at least as complex

as the Geometric Connected Dominating Set problem, which is
proven to be NP-complete [20]. Hence,P

Com
Min is NP-complete.

However, it is still possible to solvePCom
Min for networks of moder-

ate size (up to 100 nodes), as will be shown in Section 6. This al-
lows gaining some insight on the properties of the optimal solution,
and using it as a benchmark for the performance of suboptimal, but
more scalable algorithms, such as that introduced in the following
section.

3. SENSOR-ACTOR COORDINATION:
DISTRIBUTED PROTOCOL

In this section, we introduce a scalable and distributed proto-
col to addresses the sensor-actor coordination problem in WSANs.

The objective of the protocol is to build energy-efficient da-trees
between the sources that reside in the event area and the actors, in
order to provide the required reliabilityrth with minimum energy
expenditure. The proposed protocol constructs da-trees between
sources and actors that can be seen as an approximate solution for
the event-driven clustering with multiple actors problem,described
in Section 2.

As discussed in [21], in geographical routing algorithmslocal-
ized routing decisions, i.e., based on localized topology informa-
tion, can lead to data paths whose energy efficiency is close to
the global optimum. This means that in densely deployed sensor
networks topology information related to network regions that are
“far” from where the routing decision is being taken are not es-
sential. In fact, this information does not considerably influence
the energy efficiency of the overall data path. For this reason, the
objective of the proposed protocol is to minimize the energycon-
sumption by relying on localized information and ongreedyrout-
ing decisions. Conversely, complying with pre-determineddelay
bounds requires some form of end-to-end feedback. Hence, the
proposed protocol favors local behavior for each individual sen-
sor node that results in a global network behavior that is compliant
with the application requirements, i.e., provide an event reliabil-
ity r above the required thresholdrth (defined in Section 2) and
minimize the energy consumption. This is achieved by relying on
feedback information from the actors/collectors.

In the description of the protocol, we assume that each sensor
node is aware of: i) its position, as the sensor node can be equipped
with a GPS receiver or the position can be determined by means
of localization techniques [10]; ii) the position of its neighbors, as
every node periodically sends its position to its neighbors; iii) the
position of the actors, as each actor periodically beacons its position
in the sensor field; iv) the network is synchronized by means of
one of the existing synchronization protocols [22]. A studyon the
impact of localization and synchronization errors is left for future
work.

An important issue in geographical routing algorithms is toavoid
the creation of loops in the data paths. Hence, before proceeding
with an overview of the proposed protocol, we introduce somecon-
cepts related topath loop freedomthat will be used in the descrip-
tion of the sensor-actor coordination framework.

DEFINITION 3. Given nodesv andx, theabsolute advanceof
nodex, with respect tov, is the distance betweenv and its closest
actor cv minus the distance betweenx and its closest actorcx

2.

DEFINITION 4. Given nodesv andx, theadvance towards the
collectorc of x, with respect tov, is the distance betweenv andc
minus the distance betweenx andc.

Intuitively, if x haspositive absolute advancewith respect to
v, it means thatx is closer thanv to one (whatever) actor. Ifx
haspositive advance towards collectorc with respect tov, x is
closer thanv to actorc. For any multi-hop path, apositive absolute
advanceat every hop guarantees loop freedom, irrespective of the
final destination, since at each hop the packet is closer to a collector
than at the previous hop. Apositive advance towards an actorc at
every hop guarantees a loop-free path from a source node to the
actorc.

Most of the prior research in geographical routing protocols as-
sumes that nodes can either work in agreedy modeor in arecovery
mode. When in greedy mode, the node that currently holds the mes-
sage tries to forward it towards the destination. The recovery mode

2Note thatcv andcx can be different actors.
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Figure 2: State transition diagram for a sensor node.

is entered when a node fails to forward a message in the greedy
mode, since none of its neighbors is a feasible next hop. Usually
this occurs when the node observes a void region between itself and
the destination. Such a node is referred to asconcavenode. Recov-
ery mechanisms, which allow a packet to be forwarded to the desti-
nation when a concave node is reached, are out of the scope of this
paper, since sensor networks are usually high density networks, and
the probability of encountering void regions is very low. For this
reason, the protocol proposed in this section assumes that no void
regions exist, although it can be enhanced by combining it with one
of the existing recovery mechanisms (e.g., [23]).

The objective of the proposed protocol is to create da-treesbe-
tween the sources and a subset of the actors, referred to as col-
lectors. A da-tree is thus created between each collector and the
sources associated with that collector. This way, the set ofsources
is implicitly clustered, each cluster being composed of thesources
associated with a single collector.

3.1 Overview of the Multi-State Protocol
Each sensor alternates among four different states, namelyidle,

start-up, speed-up, andaggregation state. An overview of the state
transitions is depicted in Fig. 2. The main objective of these state
transitions is to reduce the number of hops when the reliability re-
quirement is violated and to save energy when the reliability re-
quirement is met.

Source nodes add a timestamp value to the event data packet that
they transmit to the actors, to allow the corresponding actors to
compute the delay of each packet. For each decision interval, each
actor then computes the event reliabilityr as the ratio of unexpired
packets over all received packets (i.e., data and notifications) and
periodically broadcasts its value. Sensor nodes associated with that
collector base their state transitions on the reliability observed by
the collector, which is broadcast at the end of each decisioninter-
val. When the advertised valuer is below the so-calledlow event
reliability thresholdr−th, wherer−th = rth−ǫ−, i.e., the lack of reli-
ability (rth−r) is above a certain positive marginǫ−, then it is nec-
essary to speed-up the data delivery process by reducing theend-
to-end delay. Conversely, when the advertised valuer is above the
so-calledhigh event reliability thresholdr+

th, wherer+
th = rth+ǫ+,

i.e., the excess of reliability (r − rth) is above a certain marginǫ+,

then there is reliability in excess that can be traded off forenergy
savings. Note that the small coefficientsǫ+ andǫ− are needed to
define a tolerance zone around the required reliability threshold for
practical purposes (i.e., avoid instability). Good valuesfor ǫ+ and
ǫ− find a good compromise between stability and tolerance and can
be determined by simulation.

Each sensor node starts in anidle state, where it samples the en-
vironment for occurring events and monitors the channel forincom-
ing data packets. A sensor enters the start-up state when it either
senses an event or it receives the first data packet from a neighbor-
ing sensor. The collective operation of sensor nodes in the start-up
state allows to timely establish paths to an actor for each source that
resides in the event area. The paths established constitutea good
compromise between latency and energy consumption.

Sensor nodes listen for feedback from the collector/actor they are
associated with. If the event reliabilityr is below the low event re-
liability thresholdr−th, it is necessary to reduce the sensor-to-actor
delay, by reducing the end-to-end path length. Hence, when the
reliability is advertised to be below the low reliability threshold
(r < r−th), a sensor in the start-up state enters the speed-up state
with probabilityPst−sp, which is a monotonically increasing func-
tion of thelack of reliability. The notation[cond; P ] in Fig. 2 indi-
cates a transition occurring with probabilityP when the condition
cond is verified.

If the event reliabilityr is above the high event reliability thresh-
old r+

th (i.e., r > r+
th), it is possible to save energy. Hence, a

node in the start-up state enters the aggregation state withproba-
bility Pst−ag, which is a monotonically increasing function of the
excess of reliability, where it tries to minimize the energy consump-
tion associated with its transmission by relaying data to the closest
neighbor that participates in a da-tree.

Then, sensors can alternate between the speed-up and the ag-
gregation state in order to respond to feedbacks from collectors.
Hence, as shown in Fig. 2, a sensor in the speed-up state enters the
aggregation state with probabilityPsp−ag whenr > r+

th, while a
sensor in the aggregation state enters the speed-up state with prob-
ability Pag−sp whenr < r−th. Pag−sp increases with increasing
advertised lack of reliability, whilePsp−ag increases with increas-
ing excess of reliability. The objective of our proposed protocol is
to converge to a solution with reliability close to the eventreliabil-
ity threshold and minimal energy consumption.

Note that probabilistic policy prevents system oscillations that
would occur if all sensors changed state at the same time. Clearly,
the proposed algorithm is particularly effective when the time needed
to set-up the tree is small as compared to the length of the subse-
quent monitoring and acting phase.

In the following we describe the operations of each state.

3.2 Start-up State
As shown in Fig. 2, a node enters the start-up state from the idle

state when it detects an event, or when it receives a packet tobe
relayed to an actor.

The sensor nodei in the start-up state, either as a source or as a
relayer for a data packet, selects its next-hop based of the so-called
two-hop rule. According to the two-hop rule, nodei selects as next
hop among its neighbors the nodej that minimizes the sum of the
energy consumption fromi to j and the energy consumption fromj
to the actor closest toj, which is computed according to the energy
model introduced in Section 2.2. Hence, the energy consumption
Ej associated with a neighborj of i is

Ej = 2Eelec + βdα
ij + 2Eelec + βdα

jcj
, (13)

wheredij represents the distance betweeni andj while djcj repre-
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Algorithm 1 Start-up State
Pseudo-code executed by a generic nodev in the start-up state
mincost = ∞
if ((I am a source) OR (I am a relayer)) then

for each of my neighborsNi do
for each actorsk do

if cost(v,Ni)+cost(Ni,sk) < mincost then
mincost=cost(v,Ni)+cost(Ni,sk)
nexthop=Ni

end if
end for

end for
end if
Inform nexthop that it is a relayer

sents the distance betweenj and its closest actorcj . The two-hop
rule selects as next hop the nodej associated with the minimum
two-hop energy consumption. As a result, the source-actor path
will be established by applying the two-hop rule iteratively. No-
ticeably, since at each step the routing decision is independent of
previous decisions, a packet intended for a certain actor byits gen-
erating source can be transmitted towards another destination actor
by an intermediate node in the end-to-end path. For this reason,
the collector actor transmits its identifier on the reverse da-tree in
order to inform the source sensors about its own identity. The op-
erations executed by a sensor node in the start-up state are detailed
in Algorithm 1.

The two-hop rule produces loop-free paths, as stated below.

LEMMA 1. A next hop selected with thetwo-hop rulehas apos-
itive absolute advance(see Def. 3).

As a consequence, the two-hop rule produces a loop-free pathbe-
tween source and actor. We omit the proof of Lemma 1 because of
page constraints.

3.3 Speed-up State
The objective of the collaborative operation of nodes in thespeed-

up state is to minimize the number of hops between sources and
actors. This is achieved by applying the Greedy Routing Scheme
(GRS) [24] forwarding rule. According to GRS, each node sends
the packet to the node closest to the destination within the trans-
mission range. It is intuitive that this rule minimizes the number
of hops in the path, the distance travelled by the packet, andthe
number of transmissions of the same data packet, along with the
channel utilization. The pseudo-code of the operations executed by
a sensor node in the speed-up state is reported in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Speed-up State
Pseudo-code executed by a generic nodev in the speed-up state
for each neighborNi do

if (distance(v,Ni)> distance(v,next hop)) then
next hop = Ni

end if
end for

3.4 Aggregation State
The objective of the aggregation state is to reduce the overall

energy consumption. To this end, sensor nodes in the aggregation
state take routing decisions that reduce the global energy consump-
tion, by relying on the data fusion algorithm that we assume to be

implemented on each sensor. Since data packets can be aggregated
by any node in the network, the objective of a node in the aggrega-
tion state is to route data to the closest node in its neighborhood that
is part of da-tree. This way, the incremental energy consumption to
collect the information from the considered sensor is minimized.

As previously discussed, after da-trees are established, each sen-
sor knows which collector-actor it is associated with. By overhear-
ing transmissions on the shared medium, each sensor learns which
of its neighbors are part of a da-tree (as some neighbor sensors may
not even be in the event-area) and which da-tree (if any) are they
part of, i.e., which collector actor are they associated with. Hence,
nodev in the aggregation state first evaluates the cost of transmit-
ting data to those among its neighbors that are part of a da-tree.
This way, it can identify a minimum-cost neighbor, i.e., theneigh-
borvmin that requires minimum energy consumption to be reached
among those associated with one of the da-trees. Two different sit-
uations can occur. The nodevmin can either be on the same da-tree
asv, and hence associated with the same collector; or it can be ina
different da-tree.

If vmin is in the same da-tree asv, vmin can be selected as next
hop by v only if it has a positive advance towards the collector
that both nodes are associated with, i.e., ifvmin is closer thanv
to the collector (see Def. 4). This guarantees loop freedom.In
the resulting da-tree, every parent node is assured to have positive
advance towards the collector, with respect to each child. When
vmin is selected, the individual transmission cost forv is locally
minimized and the overall cost of the tree is thus reduced. Ifvmin

has no positive advance towards the collector with respect to v, v
deletesvmin from the list of possible next hops and determines a
newvmin among the remaining neighbors.

The other possible situation occurs whenvmin is associated with
a different collector thanv, i.e., v andvmin are in two different
da-trees. In this case,v is allowed to selectvmin as its next hop
only if v is a leaf in its da-tree andvmin has a positive advance
towards its actor with respect tov. This guarantees loop-freedom
of the overall tree, as every parent node is assured to have a positive
advance towards the actor with respect to each child. Conversely,
it can be easily shown that if non-leaf nodes are allowed to switch
from one da-tree to another, loops may be created, as the condition
that every parent node is closer to the actor than each child does
not necessarily hold anymore. The detailed operations executed by
a sensor node in the aggregation state are reported in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Aggregation State
Pseudo-code executed by a nodev in the aggregation state
for each of my transmitting neighborsNi do

if (cost(v,Ni) < cost(v,nexthop)) then
vmin=Ni

end if
end for
s=actor(vmin)
if (s == myactor) then

if distance(vmin,s)<distance(v,s) then
nexthop=vmin

else
deletevmin from list and restart Aggregation State

end if
else ifI am a leaf then

nexthop=vmin

else
deletevmin from list and restart Aggregation State

end if
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4. ACTOR-ACTOR COORDINATION:
PROBLEM FORMULATION

The objective of actor-actor coordination is to select the best ac-
tor(s) to perform appropriate action on the event area. At the end
of the sensor-actor coordination phase described in Section 3, one
or multiple actors, which we denote ascollectors, receive sensor
readings from sources that sense the event. These sources define
theevent area. The event area corresponds to theaction area, i.e.,
the area where the actors should act. In particular, each collector
receives data from a subset of the sources (cluster in Section 2).
Each cluster area identifies a portion of the action/event area and is
under the responsibility of the corresponding collector. However,
the collector may not be able to act on its entire responsiblearea,
i.e., this area may not be totally within the collector’saction range.
The action range defines the circular area where an actor is able
to act. Moreover, the collector may not be the “best” actor for that
task in terms ofaction completion timeand/orenergy consumption,
where the former is the time to perform the action and the latter is
the required energy for the action. For these reasons, actor-actor
coordination is required before initiating actions.

DEFINITION 5. Theaction completion boundis the maximum
allowed time from the instant when the event is sensed to the instant
when the action is completed.

The coordination objective of each collector actor is to findthe
optimal actors to timely act on the portion of the event area under
its own responsibility. In particular, if multiple actors can act on
a certain area we refer to the area as anoverlapping area(region
areas numbered from1 to 8 in Fig. 3). On an overlapping area
the actor-actor coordination problem consists of selecting a subset
of the actors and their action powers to optimally divide theac-
tion workload, so as to maximize theresidual energy3 of the actors
while respecting theaction completion bound, in order to extend
the lifetime of the actors. We refer to an area where only one actor
can act asnon-overlapping area(unshaded regions in Fig. 3). For
such an area, the coordination problem simplifies to selecting the
power level for the actor that minimizes the energy consumption
while respecting the action completion bound. For this reason, we
assume that the coordination problem involves only overlapping ar-
eas and that the available energy of each actor is already discounted
with the energy needed to act on non-overlapping areas.

In Section 4.1 we present the action area model and the actor
model. These models are then used in the formulation of the prob-
lem in Section 4.2.

4.1 Action Area and Actor Model
Let SA be the set of actors, withNA = |SA|, and letSC be

the set of collectors (SC ⊆ SA). As mentioned before, collectors
receive data from sources (sensors), and from the source positions
they can identify the portion of the whole event area they arere-
sponsible for. By referring to Fig. 3, we introduce the following
notations:
- AD is the whole deployment area, which can be modelled as a
grid of square cells.
- Actor a ∈ SA has coordinatesCA

a = (xA
a , yA

a ) and action range
Ra, which defines the circular areaAA

a where it can act;
- AC

c is the cluster area that is under the responsibility ofcollector

c ∈ SC , and the whole event area is thus
S|SC|

c=1 AC
c ;

3Although actors are resource-rich nodes, the order of magnitude
of the energy required for actions is higher than that required for
communication. Hence, it is important to save action energyin
order to extend the lifetime of actors.
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Figure 3: Cluster area for collector c.

- AC,h
c,nov andAC,m

c,ov are thehth non-overlappingand themth over-
lapping areas, respectively, inside the portion of area under the
responsibility of collectorc. Hc represents the number of non-
overlapping areas, whileMc represents the number of overlapping
areas;
- SA,m

c,ov is the set of actors that can act on themth overlapping area
AC,m

c,ov that is under the responsibility of collectorc.
Each actora is characterized by the following parameters:

- Ra [m] is the action range ofa;
- P Max

a [W ] is the maximum power that actora can use to perform
the action. Actors can select their power amongL different levels

Pa,p =
P Max

a

L
· p, p = 1, 2, . . . , L (14)

wherePa,p is thepth power level for actora. As will be shown
in (15), a higher power corresponds to a lower action completion
time;
- ηa is theefficiencyof actora (see (15));
- EAv

a [J ] is the available energy of actora.

4.2 Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program
In this section we formulate the actor-actor coordination problem

as aMixed Integer Non-Linear Program(MINLP). The objective
is to find, for each portion of the event area, the subset of actors
that maximizes the average residual energy of all actors involved
in the action, under the constraint of meeting the action comple-
tion bound. We define the problem according to the following as-
sumptions: i) the energy required to perform the action is orders of
magnitude higher than the energy required for communication; ii)
actors are able toselectivelyact on part of their action area, i.e., if
actora is chosen to act either on an overlapping or non-overlapping
area, this does not imply that it must act on the entire areaAA

a in
its action rangeRa.

Let us introduce the following notations:
- P

(m)
a,p [W ] is thepth power level of actora for themth overlapping

areaAC,m
c,ov , whose measure isAC,m

c,ov [m2];

- X(m) is a binary matrix whose element[x
(m)
a,p ] is equal to1 iff

actora acts on the overlapping areaAC,m
c,ov using power levelP (m)

a,p ;

- T
(m)
a,p [s] is the action completion time for actora, characterized

by efficiencyηa, on themth overlapping area, when the actor uses
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thepth power level

T (m)
a,p = K ·

AC,m
c,ov

ηa · (P (m)
a,p )γ

, (15)

whereK [W γ · s/m2] is a constant, andγ is an a-dimensional
parameter ranging in(0, 1], which captures power inefficiencies;
- δc [s] is the action completion bound(i.e., the maximum time
for the action to be completed). This depends on the event, onthe
collectorc, and on the application;
- I

(m)
a is equal to1 iff the mth overlapping area is in the action

range of actora, 0 otherwise;
- ha is a binary variable equal to1 iff actor a is involved in an
action.

We can now formulate the optimization problem as follows:
P

Res
Max : Residual Energy Maximization Problem

Given : NA, L, Mc, E
Av
a , T

(m)
a,p , I

(m)
a (16)

Find : X(m) = [x
(m)
a,p ], ha (17)

Maximize : ERes
Avg =

PNA
a=1 haERes

aPNA
a=1 ha

(18)

Subject to :

ERes
a = EAv

a − EReq
a ≥ 0, ∀a; (19)

EReq
a =

McX
m=1

0BB� PL

p=1 x
(m)
a,p P

(m)
a,pPNA

a=1

PL

p=1

x
(m)
a,p

T
(m)
a,p

1CCA , ∀a; (20)

LX
p=1

x(m)
a,p ≤ 1, ∀a, ∀m;

NAX
a=1

LX
p=1

x(m)
a,p ≥ 1, ∀m; (21)

1PNA
a=1

PL

p=1

x
(m)
a,p

T
(m)
a,p

≤ δc, ∀m; (22)

ha ≤
LX

p=1

McX
m=1

x(m)
a,p , ∀a; ha ≥ x(m)

a,p , ∀a, ∀p, ∀m; (23)

x(m)
a,p ≤ I(m)

a , ∀a, ∀p, ∀m. (24)

Constraint (19) guarantees a non-negative residual energyfor each
actor. Constraint (20) defines the energy required for actora to
complete the action on the overlapping areas where it is involved.
The constraints in (21) ensure that each actor use one among its
power levels, and that at least one actor act on each overlapping
area, respectively. Constraint (22) limits the overall action comple-

tion time

�PN

a=1

PL

p=1

x
(m)
a,p

T
(m)
a,p

�−1

to be smaller than the action

completion bound, for each overlapping area. The constraints in
(23) define the relation between thex

(m)
a,p andha variables, while

constraint (24) imposes that each actor act only on areas in its ac-
tion range.

5. ACTOR-ACTOR COORDINATION:
LOCALIZED AUCTION PROTOCOL

In this section, we propose a distributed solution to the actor-
actor coordination problem stated in Section 4. In particular, our

solution is inspired by the behavior of agents in amarket economy,
where the allocation of resources occurs as a result of interactions
between buyers and sellers [25][26]. Our approach is based on
a real-time auction protocolthat describes the behavior of actors
participating in transactions as buyers/sellers. The objective of the
auction is to select the best set of actors to perform the action on
each overlapping area. Thus, overlapping areas areitemsthat are
traded by the actors. The actors can assume the following roles:
- Seller.Is the actor responsible for a portion of event area, i.e., the
actor that receives event features for that area. It corresponds to a
collector.
- Auctioneer. Is the actor in charge of conducting the auction on
a particular overlapping area. An auctioneer is selected for each
overlapping area by the collector/seller responsible for that area.
- Buyer.The actors that can act on a particular overlapping area are
referred to as buyers for that area.

A localized auction takes place in each overlapping area. The
bid of each actor participating in the auction consists of a power
level and of the correspondingaction completion time(i.e., the time
needed by that actor to complete the action on the whole area)de-
fined in (14) and (15), respectively, as well as the availableen-
ergy of the actor. The objective is to maximize the totalrevenue
of the team, where the team is constituted by the actors participat-
ing in the auction, and the revenue depends on theresidual energy
(i.e., ERes

Avg, in Section 4).Multiple localized auctionstake place
in parallel under the responsibility of different auctioneers. This
is preferable to one single auction conducted by the collector for
several reasons: i) it causes lower signaling overhead, since the
auction messages are exchanged between the auctioneer and the
buyers for that overlapping area, which are close to the auctioneer.
This way, the message exchange is localized since the messages
are not forwarded to the collector, which may be far from the over-
lapping area; ii) the auction process workload is shared among a
higher number of actors, since the number of auctioneers is in gen-
eral higher than the number of collectors.

When sellerc (the collector) receives the event features from the
sensors, it decides whether an action needs to be performed on the
area it is responsible for. It computes all the non-overlapping and
overlapping areas, since it knows the position and action ranges of
the other actors. The coordination problem arises for the overlap-
ping areas where more than one actor can act, while for the non-
overlapping areas the seller directly assigns the action task to the
corresponding actor.

Sellerc selectsMc auctioneers, one for each overlapping area,
among the actors that can act on each of these areas. Lets(m) ∈ SA

be the auctioneer selected by sellerc to conduct the auction for the
mth overlapping area. This auctioneer is selected to be the closest
actor to the center of the overlapping area. This way, since the
auctioneer is close to each actor in the overlapping area, the energy
spent for communication and the auction time is reduced. After
selecting the auctioneers(m), the sellerc provides it with the area
AC,m

c,ov where the auction should take place, theaction completion
boundδc, and theauction time boundτc, which is the maximum
allowed time for the auction.

The auctioneer determines the winners of the auction based on
the bids it receives from the buyers. At the beginning of the auc-
tion, the auctioneer sends aJOIN AUCTION message to all the
buyers competing for the area. After a buyera hears this announce-
ment, it submits its available energy,EAv

a , andL two-dimensional
bids ba = {b1

a, b2
a, . . . , bL

a }, whereb
(p)
a = [P

(m)
a,p , T

(m)
a,p ], p =

1, 2, . . . , L, with P
(m)
a,p and T

(m)
a,p defined in (14) and (15), re-

spectively. By means of these bids, the auctioneer determines the
winners by calculating the optimal solution for the residual energy
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maximization problemPRes
Max defined in Section 4.2. However, in

this case the problem is limited to the overlapping area the auction-
eer is responsible for. This way, since the bids are submitted to the
auctioneer only once, signaling overhead is reduced [27]. In mi-
croeconomic theory, our auction mechanism can be classifiedas a
single-round sealed-bid auction[25], where each buyer submits its
bids in one shot irrespective of the bids from other buyers. In other
words, the auctioneer receives the bids from the buyers onlyonce
and then determines the winners (i.e., the optimal set of actors, and
their power levels) accordingly.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present the performance evaluation of the pro-

posed framework. In Section 6.1 we report the performance results
for the sensor-actor coordination, while in Section 6.2 we discuss
the performance results for the actor-actor coordination.

6.1 Sensor-Actor Coordination
The optimization problem presented in Section 2.3 was imple-

mented with AMPL [28], and solved with CPLEX [29], which uses
a branch and bound algorithm to solve mixed integer linear prob-
lems. The start-up, speed-up, and aggregation states, described in
Section 3, were implemented in a C++ network-layer simulator and
in the J-Sim Simulator [30], which implements the whole protocol
stack of a sensor node, from physical to application layer, includ-
ing 802.11 MAC, UDP transport and CBR traffic. All figures in
this section report 95% confidence intervals. We consideredthree
different simulation scenarios. In Scenario 1, the deployment area
is circular with radius equal to20m. For each deployed sensor, the
distance from the center of the area and the angle are uniformly
distributed random variables. In Scenario 2, sensor nodes are ran-
domly deployed in a square area of25m x 25m. The event area is
circular, with varying radius ranging in[2, 12]m in different simu-
lations. The epicenter of the event area is randomly selected such
that the event area completely falls into the terrain. Scenario 3 is
similar to Scenario 2, but the side of the square area is100m. Four
actors are randomly deployed in each scenario. As in [12], the sim-
ulation parameters for the energy model in Section 2.2 are chosen
to beEelec = 50nJ/bit, β = 100pJ/bit/mα, α = 4. The trans-
mission range of sensors is set to10m.

Since the global network behavior depends on several application-
dependent parameters, we present performance evaluation results
of particular network configurations that constitute upperand lower
bounds on the achievable performance. Hence, in this section we
refer to start-up configuration, speed-up configuration, and aggre-
gation configuration, as those configurations where all nodes are
in the start-up, speed-up, and aggregation state, respectively. This
allows us to describe how the evolution among different states im-
pacts the overall network performance and show the benefits of the
proposed solution without making it dependent on the choiceof
parameters that govern the transitions among different states. Eval-
uating and tuning the dependence of network dynamics on the para-
meters that govern the transitions of nodes among the various states
is left for future work.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the optimal solution to the
event-driven clustering problem described in Section 2 andthe en-
ergy consumption in the start-up, speed-up, and aggregation con-
figuration in Section 3, respectively, with varying event ranges.
The overall network cost (energy needed to transmit one bit from
each source to the actors) is reported in the figure. Noticeably, the
optimal solution is almost independent of the event range. This
happens because of two contrasting phenomena. The number of
sources increases when the event range increases, leading to a po-
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Figure 4: Scenario 1. Comparison of optimal solution, speed-
up, start-up, and aggregation configuration with 70 nodes.

tentially higher energy consumption; conversely, since more nodes
are involved, aggregation can be increasingly leveraged. These two
trends compensate each other leading to a flat curve. Conversely,
the energy consumption in the start-up and speed-up configurations
highly increases with the event range. As also shown in Fig. 4,
this can be partially compensated by the benefits of the aggregation
state. In particular, an aggregation configuration can be reached
both from a start-up configuration and from a speed-up configura-
tion. An aggregation configuration reached from a start-up config-
uration leads to an almost-optimal energy consumption, where as
by reaching the aggregation configuration from a speed-up configu-
ration, the energy consumption can still be decreased consistently,
but not as much as in the previous case. The structure of the da-
trees after the start-up/speed-up configuration somehow constrains
an aggregation process based on simple logic and minimal inter-
action among sensors. Hence, Fig. 4 motivates the design of our
three-state distributed protocol for sensor-actor coordination. In
fact, the distributed solution described in Section 3 adapts the struc-
ture of the da-trees to reach an energy configuration that is between
the speed-up line and the aggregation from start-up line in Fig. 4.
Depending on the required latency bound and reliability threshold,
after a transient start-up configuration, a certain number of sensors
will enter the speed-up/aggregation state to reach a minimum en-
ergy configuration, given the required reliability. When a higher
reliability is required, the network will move towards a higher en-
ergy/lower delay configuration, while when the required reliability
is guaranteed with some margin, the network will move towards a
lower energy configuration.

In Figures 5 and 6 we plot the average energy consumption ver-
sus the number of sensors and with different event ranges, for the
start-up, and aggregation configurations in Scenario 2. As can be
seen, the energy expenditure of the aggregation configuration is two
orders of magnitude lower than in the start-up configuration(tens
of thousands ofnJ versus hundreds ofnJ). This clearly shows the
benefits of the aggregation configuration. As can be seen in Fig. 6,
the energy expenditure increases less than the number of sensors,
i.e., by doubling the number of sensors the energy expenditure is
less than doubled. Figure 7 reports the overall energy consumption
for the speed-up configuration. Interestingly enough, not only is
the energy consumption of the speed-up configuration aroundone
order of magnitude higher than in the start-up configuration; also,
as already seen in Fig. 4, when the aggregation configurationis
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Figure 6: Scenario 2. Aggregation configuration: Energy con-
sumption vs. Number of sensors for different Event Ranges.

reached from a speed-up configuration, the network converges to
a less energy-efficient configuration with respect to the case when
the aggregation configuration is reached directly from the start-up
configuration. This is confirmed by Fig. 8, which shows that the
order of magnitude of the energy consumption is104 nJ for an
aggregation configuration reached from a speed-up configuration.
Conversely, as shown in Fig. 9, in Scenario 2 the average number
of hops of each source-actor pair is reduced from around 5 hops
for the start-up configuration to less than 2 hops in the speed-up
configuration. This explains the rationale for the design ofthe dis-
tributed algorithm in Section 3. The speed-up configurationleads
to paths with lower delay (lower number of hops and straight to-
wards the destination); however, since this is paid with a higher
energy consumption, the speed-up mechanism should be used only
when strictly necessary to provide the required reliability.

Figure 10 shows the overall energy consumption for the start-
up, speed-up, and aggregation configurations in Scenario 3,with
1000 nodes. Although the speed-up configuration can be seen to
lead to a higher energy consumption, the energy consumptions of
the start-up and speed-up configurations are in the same order of
magnitude, i.e., the behavior of the speed-up configurationis sim-
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Figure 7: Scenario 2. Speed-up configuration: Energy con-
sumption vs. Number of sensors for different Event Ranges.
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Figure 10: Scenario 3. Comparison of energy consumptions for
start-up, speed-up, and aggregation configurations with 1000
sensors.

ilar to that of the start-up configuration. This happens whenthe
transmission range of the nodes is short with respect to the distance
between sensors and actors. In this case, a node in the start-up state
tends to select the closest node to the destination (as it would do in
the speed-up configuration). In fact, when the distance between the
sensor and the actor is much larger than the transmission range, the
second term in the sum of the two-hop rule accounts for most ofthe
energy expenditure (see Section 3.2). In fact, the distancebetween
the sensor and any of its neighbors is short as compared to thedis-
tance between the neighbor and the actor. Thus, the neighboris
selected so as to minimize the second term, which, as can be easily
demonstrated, results in selecting the neighbor that is closest to the
destination (as also a node in the speed-up state does). Neverthe-
less, Fig. 9 shows that the speed-up configuration still outperforms
the start-up configuration in terms of number of hops, while this
is achieved with a limited additional energy expenditure. More im-
portantly, this is reflected in the distribution of packet delays, where
the speed-up configuration always leads to lower delays thanthe
start-up configuration. Figures 11 and 12 show a comparison of
packet delays from sensor to actor in Scenario 3, with 400 nodes,
between the speed-up and the start-up configuration when theevent
range is set to12m, which corresponds to 20 sources in average. In
Figures 11(a)-11(b), sources generate 2 packets per second, each 32
bytes long, for 200 seconds of simulation. The variability of packet
delays is reported as well as the cumulative average with time. In
the start-up configuration, delays are shown to be high in thetran-
sient phase at the beginning of the simulation. The average delay
(thick line in the figure) converges to a value around0.3s. In the
speed-up configuration delays are much smaller, and their average
is below0.1s. Figures 11(c)-11(d) show the distribution of delays
in the same scenario. In the speed-up configuration (Fig. 11(d)),
the delay is below0.5 s for almost100% of the packets, while in
the start-up configuration (Fig. 11(c)) the variability of delays is
much higher and their value can be as high as2.5s.

Figures 12(a) and 12(b) refer to the same scenario, where each
source generates 5 packets per second, for the start-up and speed-
up configurations, respectively. Noticeably, while in the start-up
configuration the network is congested (Fig. 12(a)), leading to
extremely high values for the delays, this does not happen inthe
speed-up configuration, where the delays are shown to be almost
always within1s (Fig. 12(b)). Note that, since the latency bound is
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Figure 11: Scenario 3: Delays (a-b) and distribution of de-
lays (c-d) for start-up and speed-up configurations, 400 sensors,
event range =12m, sources generating 2 packets/s.
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Figure 12: Scenario 3: Distribution of delays (a-b) for start-up
and speed-up configurations, 400 sensors, event range =12m,
sources generating 5 packets/s.

application dependent, in these simulations we do not drop packets
at intermediate nodes.

6.2 Actor-Actor Coordination
In this section, we discuss some performance results of the actor-

actor coordination problem defined in Section 4. The model ofthe
MINLP problem was implemented in AMPL and solved with the
MINLP solver available through the NEOS Optimization Server
[17]. In Fig. 13, we compare the average residual energy with
three different solution approaches, namely, the optimal (Section
4.2), 1-actor and localized auction(see Section 5). In the opti-
mal solution, the best set of actors is chosen so that the average
residual energy of the actors involved is maximized, while guar-
anteeing that the action is completed before the action completion
time. In the 1-actor heuristic, the action is performed by one ac-
tor only for each overlapping area, i.e., the actor with the highest
available energy. In the localized auction each overlapping area is
taken care of by an auctioneer that splits it among the actorsbased
on their bids, as discussed in Section 5. In the experiments per-
formed, we concentrate on a scenario with three overlappingareas.
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For the parameters defined in Section 4 we assumed the follow-
ing values:AC,1

c,ov = 50m2, AC,2
c,ov = 100m2, AC,3

c,ov = 150m2,
P Max

a = 100W , L = 5, K/ηa = 1W γ · s/m2, δc = 10s,
γ = 0.8. The values of the initial available energy of the actors are
random variables uniformly distributed between800J and1000J .
As shown in Fig. 13, the localized auction mechanism leads to
near-optimal residual energy, as each auctioneer calculates the op-
timal solution separately for its overlapping area. However, this
greatly simplifies the problem and can be achieved with localcom-
munications among actors.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a coordination framework for Wireless Sensor and

Actor Networks (WSANs), and discussed the sensor-actor andactor-
actor coordination problems. We developed an optimal solution for
the sensor-actor coordination based on event-driven clustering, and
formulated it as anInteger Linear Program (ILP). We also pro-
posed a distributed solution that includes an adaptive mechanism
to trade off energy consumption for delay when the event datahas
to be delivered to the actors within pre-determined latencybounds.
For the actor-actor coordination, an optimization model was de-
fined for a class of coordination problems in which the area tobe
acted upon is optimally split among different actors. The prob-
lem was formulated as a mixed integer non-linear problem, and an
auction-based localized solution of the problem was presented. Fu-
ture work will be focused on extending the performance analysis
of the proposed solutions, e.g., parameter fine tuning, and on gen-
eralizing the framework to capture different applicationsscenarios,
including those requiring mobile actors.
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